A model for neurologic sources of aperiodicity in vocal fold vibration.
The time course of a force twitch in the thyroarytenoid muscle is modeled, and trains of twitches are summed to simulate force tetani. By incorporating means and standard deviations of motoneuron firing rates, and by applying random phase relationships between simulated motor units, a quantitative model of the ripple of vocal fold tension is obtained. From this ripple, perturbations in fundamental frequency are calculated as a function of the number of motor units in the muscle, the mean and standard deviation of the firing rate of dominant motoneurons, and the variability in the size (twitch amplitude) of the motor units. Predicted perturbations range between 0.2% and 1.2%, depending on the choice of parameters. Perturbation decreases with the number of motor units and with increased mean firing rate, but increases with the variability in motor unit size and with variability in the firing rate. Techniques are discussed by which neurologic jitter might be isolated from other sources of irregularity in vocal fold vibration.